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Low Rates!
Picture yourself in a new car….now picture the loan rate being as low as
2.49%APR! Before you slip behind the wheel of a new or pre-owned vehicle,
go in prepared with a pre-approved loan from NVCU! You may qualify for loan
rates as low as 2.49%APR with up to 60 months to repay whether you’re taking
out a new loan on a new or used car OR refinancing a loan you already have
with another financial institution!
Call your local NVCU Loan Officer for details!

2.49%APR
Mobile Banking!!
Contact your local loan officer today!

Are you always on the go and needing a
quick, easy banking solution?
By signing up for our Online Banking, you
are automatically able to access Mobile
Banking via your mobile device!

TIP OF THE MONTH
-Credit Card UseWhile having it’s advantages, online shopping
poses many potential threats to your financial
security. Cyber fraud is a big business nowadays
and individuals may be online looking to profit off
of your misfortune.
Buying from known trusted sites and/or
researching the company can help ensure that you
are at low risk.
Use a Credit Card rather than a Debit Card. Credit
card transactions can be disputed and tend to have
better security measures such as theft detection
and automatic cancellation.

Don’t forget to “like us” NVCU on
Facebook for the latest updates,
conversations, and fun facts!

Credit Insurance - Are You Covered?
As a general rule, financials do not automatically forgive debt when a member
experiences financial hardship due to death or disability.
Understanding the value of insurance and providing yourself with a product that
can minimize or eliminate a financial burden and reduce additional emotional
strain during an already emotional time.
Talk to you loan officer today to see if You are covered!!

Atlantic Office(712)243-6645:

Creston Office(641)782-6080:

200 Maple Street
P.O. Box 350
Atlantic IA 50022

205 E Taylor Street
P.O. Box 44
Creston IA 50801
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Drive-thru Hours:
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Visit us on the web at www.nishnavalley.com

